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I. Summary

Prisoners, psychologists, and human rights advocates have long attested to the horrors of solitary confinement: cramped concrete cells, sensory deprivation, and overwhelming social isolation.¹ Scientific consensus that such conditions cause permanent harm led the former United Nations ("U.N.") Special Rapporteur on Torture to declare that “any imposition of solitary confinement beyond 15 days constitutes torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment.”² The practice has prompted hearings before the U.S. Senate, and at the state level, many corrections leaders have recognized that long-term isolation is unnecessary and even counterproductive.³

Yet amid growing recognition of these harms, the federal government has been expanding its use of a lesser known and more extreme form of isolation: Special Administrative Measures ("SAMs"). SAMs are the darkest corner of the U.S. federal prison system, combining the brutality and isolation of maximum-security units with additional restrictions that deny individuals almost any connection to the human world. Those restrictions include gag orders on prisoners, their family members, and their attorneys, effectively shielding this extreme use of government power from public view.

SAMs deny prisoners the narrow avenues of indirect communication – through sink drains or air vents – available to prisoners in solitary confinement. They prohibit social contact with anyone except for a few immediate family members, and heavily regulate even those contacts. And they further prohibit prisoners from connecting to the social world via current media and news, limiting prisoners’ access to information to outdated, government-approved materials. Even a prisoner’s communications with his lawyer – which are supposed to be protected by attorney-client privilege – can be subject to monitoring by the FBI.

The U.S. Attorney General has sole discretion to impose SAMs, and a prisoner lacks the most basic procedural protections to allow him to contest the SAMs designation. Indeed, prisoners may be left in the dark as to why they have been subjected to SAMs, because the Attorney General’s justification often cites little more than the prisoner’s charges or conviction. Many prisoners remain under these conditions indefinitely, for years or in some cases even decades.⁴ And court challenges are difficult. For convicted prisoners in particular, the regulations operate to obstruct their access to counsel, impeding the act of filing a challenge. And even when prisoners can bring challenges, courts routinely rule against them, accepting the government’s vague national security justifications.⁵

The imposition of SAMs extends beyond convicted prisoners. Federal prosecutors regularly request that the Attorney General place defendants under these punishing conditions while they await trial, before they have been convicted of any crime. In numerous cases, the Attorney General recommends lifting SAMs after the defendant pleads guilty. This practice erodes defendants’ presumption of innocence and serves as a tool to coerce them into cooperating with the government and pleading guilty. Indeed, the Central Intelligence Agency ("CIA") for years relied on the torture of isolation and sensory deprivation as a tool to elicit what it termed “learned helplessness” in detainees suspected of terrorism. For those defendants who do fight their charges at trial, SAMs infect the entire proceeding, limiting prisoners’ capacity to participate in their defense and hindering their attorneys’ abilities to investigate and zealously advocate.
In addition to shrinking the entirety of the prisoner’s world to the four corners of his prison cell, SAMs prevent anyone else from understanding what happens within. Prisoners under SAMs are prohibited from communicating with anyone except a few pre-approved individuals – their attorneys and immediate family members – and SAMs prohibit those individuals from repeating the prisoner’s words to anyone else. There is also an explicit prohibition on all forms of communication with the media. In effect, the regulations silence those most qualified to attest to the harms of SAMs. The Department of Justice (“DOJ”) further shrouds SAMs under a veil of secrecy by concealing who is subject to these conditions and why. Indeed, the DOJ and Federal Bureau of Prisons (“BOP”) consistently ignore or deny Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”) requests seeking basic information about prisoners under SAMs. The psychological and physiological harms are thus hidden from public oversight and democratic accountability.

The lack of transparency surrounding SAMs makes these measures ripe for discriminatory use against “disfavored” populations. Interviews, publicly available information, and FOIA documents obtained through litigation reveal that the federal government has leveraged SAMs predominantly against Muslims. While the government refuses to reveal the religious identities of people under SAMs, publicly available evidence makes two facts clear: the use of SAMs has increased dramatically since September 11, 2001, and a disproportionately high number of SAMs prisoners are Muslim. In November 2001, there were only sixteen individuals under SAMs; by 2009 there were thirty, and, as of June 8, 2017 there were fifty-one. SAMs represent the extreme end of a spectrum of discriminatory “counterterrorism” measures targeting Muslims since 9/11, including abusive conditions of confinement and lack of due process at Communication Management Units (“CMUs”), indefinite detention and the military commissions system at Guantánamo Bay, suspicionless surveillance, sweeping immigration roundups, coerced informancy and entrapment, placement on various administrative watch lists, and criminal convictions based on overbroad interpretations of material support and conspiracy statutes. The widespread use of these tools is particularly troubling now, under an administration that has openly discriminated against Muslims and a President who has specifically advocated for the use of torture. Particularly in light of the Trump Administration’s open animosity towards other groups, including immigrants and protestors, there is a risk that these tools will be used to target other marginalized groups in the future.

The imposition of SAMs raises serious concerns under U.S. and international law. SAMs eviscerate fair trial protections and the presumption of innocence. They infringe on the rights to free speech and association, religious freedom, family unity, due process, and equal protection under the Constitution and international law. And, not least, they constitute inhumane treatment that may rise to the level of torture. So, while many on both sides of the aisle have criticized President Trump for vowing to “bring back” torture, the torture of SAMs and its underlying conditions of solitary confinement never went away.

This report aims to shed light onto this darkest corner of the U.S. federal prison system. The report necessarily fails to represent the views of the people who are most intimately familiar with SAMs – those who have been subjected to them. Nonetheless, the available information reveals that the severity of SAMs, their increasing use, their lack of procedural protections, and their potential discriminatory application pose urgent concerns for our democracy.
II. Methodology

This report relies on interviews, legal research, and analysis of public documents conducted by the Allard K. Lowenstein International Human Rights Clinic at Yale Law School in collaboration with the Center for Constitutional Rights.

The authors interviewed eleven attorneys who have represented clients under SAMs. The authors also discussed the barriers SAMs pose to investigation with two mitigation specialists, members of defense teams responsible for compiling and telling a defendant’s full life history to advocate for a lesser sentence. The authors found these individuals through recommendations and Westlaw searches of attorneys who have litigated issues related to SAMs. Although most attorneys contacted were open to being interviewed, almost all noted that the protective order they signed when agreeing to represent a client under SAMs severely curtailed their ability to speak freely. Three attorneys declined interviews for fear that such an interview might violate SAMs.

In addition, the authors interviewed one reporter who has covered SAMs, two siblings of individuals held under SAMs, and two people who were convicted and sentenced for violating SAMs.

The authors utilized publicly available information from journalists, human rights reporters, and academics, as well as information available in the SAMs regulations themselves and litigation challenging SAMs conditions. Whenever possible, the authors relied on public findings, though the widespread practice of sealing filings containing information related to SAMs complicated those efforts. The authors contacted officials in the DOJ and the BOP for comments in April 2016 and April 2017, but the agencies did not respond to requests for interviews.

Finally, this report relies on documents obtained through FOIA requests sent by Human Rights Watch and Columbia Law School’s Human Rights Institute. These documents have not previously been made public, and are published as an annex to this report. The original FOIA requests were submitted in 2012 and sought detailed information about SAMs conditions and individuals subjected to them. For fourteen months, the BOP neglected its legal duty to respond to those FOIA requests, prompting Human Rights Watch to sue. Eventually, litigation forced the BOP to release over a thousand pages of information about SAMs that the BOP had initially refused to release to the public. However, asserting a concern for prisoners’ privacy, the BOP succeeded in withholding the prisoners’ names, crimes, sentences, religions, nationalities, and associates, as well as the reasons SAMs were imposed and some information detailing the conditions of confinement.
III. The Development of SAMs

SAMs are a regime of prison restrictions that control a prisoner’s access to all forms of human contact and information. They are typically imposed on prisoners already held in solitary confinement – that is, prisoners who are confined alone in a cell for over twenty-two hours per day. SAMs intensify that experience and restrict the few remaining rights afforded to prisoners in solitary: the right to communicate with individuals outside of prison, the right to have privileged discussions with an attorney, and the right to acquire information.

The BOP first promulgated the regulations establishing SAMs in 1996 to target prisoners who allegedly posed extraordinary safety threats to the public from within prison, for example, by directing acts of violence against witnesses or others. The rules permitted the Attorney General to restrict prisoners’ communications that she determined might pose a threat to national security or lead to “acts of violence or terrorism.”

Since 2001, the DOJ has been expanding its use of SAMs while altering the SAMs regulations to allow for longer and more severe restrictions. Shortly after the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, the BOP placed all prisoners in its custody who were “in any way linked to terrorist activities” into administrative detention as part of an “immediate national security endeavor.” An October 2001 BOP memorandum noted that “some or all” of the “inmates with identified links to international terrorist organizations possibly involved in recent events” would likely be placed under SAMs. It appears that a major criterion for deciding whom to place under SAMs was not the prisoner’s demonstrated capacity to communicate dangerous information, but rather the prisoner’s religion.

At the same time, the DOJ amended the SAMs regulations to allow for harsher restrictions and less oversight. First, the new regulations tripled the length of time for which SAMs can be imposed without internal review, from 120 days to one year. Second, they relaxed the standards for renewing SAMs. Before 2001, to renew SAMs the DOJ had to demonstrate that the original reason justifying the measures still existed. In the post-9/11 era, the DOJ must only demonstrate that some reason exists for the continued imposition of SAMs – even if that reason has nothing to do with the original reason for their imposition. Third, the amended regulations clarified that SAMs could be imposed on pre-trial detainees. Finally, the post-9/11 SAMs regulations authorize prison officials to monitor communications between a prisoner and his attorney.

The effect of the amended regulations is to give the Attorney General broad discretionary authority to impose SAMs on prisoners any time allegations of “terrorism” or “national security” arise. Prisoners may be subjected to SAMs without any meaningful explanation or hearing regarding what they did or why the Attorney General thought the restrictions were necessary. They cannot challenge the SAMs designation until after they are placed under SAMs. Even then, like all federal prisoners, they risk having their cases dismissed for failure to exhaust the effectively meaningless Administrative Remedy Program. Because the very measures they wish to challenge also forbid communication with outside parties, prisoners whose requests to contact attorneys are denied must proceed without the assistance of counsel. That would be a challenging feat for any layperson, and nearly impossible for someone operating under the debilitating circumstances of solitary confinement.
While SAMs conditions vary slightly from prisoner to prisoner, the standard regulations severely restrict or altogether prohibit contact with other human beings, including other prisoners and visitors. Calls can only be made to approved “immediate family members” and may be limited to one fifteen-minute call per month. These calls are monitored and recorded by the FBI, and they must be in English unless a government-approved translator is available to contemporaneously monitor the call. In-person visits for SAMs prisoners are similarly monitored and recorded by the FBI, and generally restricted to one approved immediate family member at a time, with fourteen days written notice to the BOP. Mail is likewise restricted to those family members, with the frequency limited to three 8.5 x 11 pieces of paper “once per week to a single recipient, at the discretion” of the BOP. This mail must also be copied and analyzed by the FBI before it is delivered. SAMs prisoners are generally prohibited from communicating with other prisoners within the cellblock, praying together, communicating with media organizations in any manner, and reading or seeing any publication that has not been approved by the BOP. Finally, the government imposes what amounts to a “gag order” on the few people who can contact the prisoner – that is, the prisoner’s attorney and authorized immediate family members – prohibiting them from conveying any message from the prisoner to a third person. The net result is that SAMs seal off the prisoner from the outside world and shield his treatment from public scrutiny.
IV. SAMs Impose Sensory Deprivation and Social Isolation

SAMs inflict the most severe form of isolation found in United States federal prisons. Imposed on top of solitary confinement, they operate to seal off prisoners’ narrow avenues for human contact and communication. Government control pervades every aspect of the prisoner’s life, including what others may say about him.

A. Physical Isolation

Prisoners under SAMs are subject to the same baseline of extreme restrictions as federal prisoners held under solitary confinement. Many prisoners currently under SAMs are incarcerated in the Administrative Maximum (“ADX”) prison in Florence, Colorado, where prisoners in the “general population” are held in small cells for twenty-two to twenty-four hours a day. SAMs prisoners at ADX are held in a separate section of the prison called the Special Security Unit (“SSU”) or H-Unit. These prisoners are confined to cells that measure less than eight by ten feet, requiring them to eat their meals within an arm’s length of their toilet. They are typically allowed only ten hours total outside of their cell per week, like general population prisoners. But this time is also spent alone, either in a small indoor room or in a cage hardly bigger than their cell. For many prisoners, the cage is too small to run or do anything but walk a few steps in each direction. For one prisoner, “recreation” meant dribbling a basketball alone in his cage and without a hoop. That “recreation” can be cancelled or curtailed at the discretion of BOP officers. When first placed under SAMs at ADX Florence, Nidal Ayyad was limited to five hours of exercise per week, and recreation, as well as showers, were cancelled any time a lieutenant and two officers were not present. Also at ADX, SAMs prisoner Mahmud Abouhalima was only permitted to go to inside or outside recreation if he submitted to a strip-search by three staff and a Lieutenant, both on the way out to recreation and on the way back to his cell. He refused recreation under such degrading circumstances. As a result, SAMS prisoners in the H-Unit at ADX often go days without leaving their cells.

Physical conditions are similarly inhumane at pre-trial facilities where SAMs detainees are held – that is, facilities designed to hold individuals who have been charged, but not convicted, of a crime. Conditions at the Metropolitan Correctional Center (“MCC”) in Manhattan, where defendants charged with terrorism-related offenses are often held pre-trial, are particularly harsh. Detainees in the MCC’s “10 South,” where “high-level” defendants – including those under SAMs – are held, have little natural light and no possibility for outdoor recreation. “Recreational time” is provided in a closed room identical to the detainee’s cell. Unable to open windows or spend time outdoors, detainees in 10 South have no access to fresh air.

B. Social Isolation

SAMs add to the already draconian conditions of solitary confinement by limiting the prisoner’s few means of communicating with other living beings. Whereas people under other forms of solitary confinement may try to maintain some minimal human contact by yelling through the walls or talking while outside their cells, prisoners under SAMs are forbidden from communicating with other prisoners when they are in their cells. SAMs also cut prisoners off from communication with their loved ones outside of
prison. Federal prisoners in standard solitary confinement may face limits on the number of letters or calls they may make, but they generally retain the ability to correspond with approved contacts outside prison. Under SAMs, communications with people outside of prison walls are usually restricted to prisoners’ attorneys and a few immediate family members, all of whom must be cleared by the U.S. government as a condition of access.

While ADX does not generally restrict the number of letters prisoners in the general population can send, SAMs typically restrict prisoners to writing one letter per week to a single cleared family member. The letter may not exceed three double-sided sheets of paper. Moreover, whereas prison officials check the correspondence of general population prisoners, prison officials forward all SAMs prisoners’ mail to FBI agents for analysis and approval. If foreign translation is required, or there is “reasonable suspicion that a code was used” in the mail, it may take up to sixty days to pass letters along. These delays have significant implications for prisoners; when one prisoner’s father received a terminal cancer diagnosis, his father’s goodbye letter took two months to reach him. Over time, the limitations and delays of mail can degrade the quality of communication between a prisoner and his family to the point where it can feel worthless.

SAMs include severe restrictions on prisoners’ phone use. ADX limits all prisoners to two fifteen-minute non-legal phone calls per month. Under SAMs, prisoners may be restricted to just one such call. And, whereas other prisoners may generally call approved contacts, SAMs prisoners are limited to authorized, immediate family members. In practice, prisoners face numerous obstacles to actually speaking with even these family members because they may call only phone numbers that have been cleared and approved by the FBI. If a family member gets a new number, they may not be able to communicate for months while the clearance process is ongoing. Further, call times are often limited to hours when loved ones are at work or school and unavailable to talk. Finally, if a government interpreter is not available, calls must be in English, making communication impossible for family members who do not speak the language. For Fahad Hashmi, who was held under SAMs at the MCC for three years pre-trial, and whose SAMs were continued at ADX post-conviction, this restriction prevented his mother, who does not speak English, from speaking with him.

Even when SAMs prisoners manage to reach someone on the phone, they are unable to speak freely. Whereas BOP routinely records prisoner phone calls, SAMs prisoners’ calls are subjected to heightened scrutiny: an FBI agent must contemporaneously monitor calls. Further, should that agent decide that the conversation is veering into prohibited topics, he may terminate the call immediately, without warning. Prohibited topics have included questions like “what’s going on in politics” or, even, “what’s the weather.” This overwhelming surveillance causes both prisoners and family members to avoid any topic that could be construed as remotely political or controversial. Family conversations become limited to “small talk.”

As with phone calls, SAMs prisoners’ non-legal in-person visits are sharply curtailed. All prisoners at ADX are denied physical contact during such visits and must speak through a telephone receiver. Prisoners may be shackled and chained at their wrists, ankles, and to the ground, even though the conversation takes place through a thick glass barrier. But while prisoners in the general population may have three visitors at the same time, SAMs prisoners are generally restricted to one adult person at a time. So, for example, if a prisoner’s parents are visiting, one parent must wait outside the visiting booth while the
other is inside. And as with phone calls, if an FBI interpreter is not available, all conversations must be in English, which can be a barrier to communication for prisoners and family members for whom English is a second language or not spoken at all.91

During visits with SAMs prisoners, an FBI officer monitors and, at his discretion, censors the conversation.92 For example, when one SAMs prisoner attempted to ask his mother and son about whether his cousin and children survived the war in Gaza in 2009, the monitoring staff ordered him and his family to stop talking “politics about Gaza.”93 If an FBI officer is not able to monitor the visit – for example, for operational reasons – visits can be cancelled, even at a moment’s notice, after families have traveled across the country to see their relatives.94

The visits themselves are almost impossible for most families to undertake. Given ADX Florence’s remote location, relatives may struggle to pay expenses including airfare and lodging.95 Although visiting hours ostensibly last from 8 AM to 3 PM, prison staff often delay the families, holding them for hours before finally permitting the visit.96 They are also difficult to schedule. SAMs require fourteen-day advance notice for visits, but in reality visits can take months to coordinate because SAMs prisoners cannot use a visiting room when any other prisoner is present.97 Further, while visiting hours for those in general population at ADX include Saturdays and Sundays, family members may only visit SAMs prisoners on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, excluding holidays.98 This forces family members to miss work and children to miss school, and entails considerable financial sacrifices in order to see their incarcerated loved one.99 Given all these barriers, Nidal Ayyad considers himself lucky when he is able to see his mother and son once a year.100

For Mahmud Abouhalima, SAMs have severed his relationships with family members. Three of his uncles, his grandfather, his aunt, and his uncle’s daughter passed away since his incarceration. Since his SAMs prohibited him from contacting anyone outside of his immediate family, Abouhalima could not send condolence letters to his extended family following their deaths.101 And because the family members he could contact were sworn to secrecy under the SAMs conditions, he was prohibited from even passing on his verbal condolences through them.102 Phone calls are also exceedingly difficult to schedule. The prison gives Abouhalima the date and time when he can make a call without any prior arrangement with his immediate family. If no one answers at the assigned time, he loses his single phone call for the month.103

The FBI never approved Abouhalima’s brother’s work phone number after he got a new job in a bakery. After a number of unsuccessful challenges to the rejection of his brother’s work phone, Abouhalima was only able to speak with that brother once in the three years that followed.104 Abouhalima’s daughter’s phone number was denied approval for nearly six months, effectively prohibiting father-daughter communication for that time period.105 Since his family lives thousands of miles away from ADX, in-person visits are burdensome and rare. Abouhalima’s family could only visit him three times in his first eight years at ADX.106 Shackled and separated from his family by thick glass barriers during the precious few visits, Abouhalima reflected, “It feels like we are still living in a medieval period, where the human aspect of contact is not there at all.”107

Given all these barriers, Nidal Ayyad considers himself lucky when he is able to see his mother and son once a year.
SAMs limits on family communication directly harm a prisoner’s loved ones. Mariam Abu-Ali’s brother Ahmed has been under SAMs continuously since 2005, mostly at ADX. She described her family’s experience with SAMs:

Since the beginning of Ahmed’s detention by U.S authorities in 2005, he was immediately put under SAMs and held in solitary confinement. He has been in these conditions continuously since then. His SAMs seal him off as much as a person could be isolated within a prison, and severely limit our communication with him. The measures have devastated our family in every way. Ahmed's short, unscheduled phone calls have had my mother sitting by the phone every day for years, and only recently, every Tuesday and Thursday, awaiting his call. Due to SAMs, he is permitted only between two and four 15-minute phone calls a month, so he calls my parents. Effectively, that means that my older brother and I can no longer talk to him, unless we are lucky enough to be visiting home on the right Tuesday or Thursday.

In life events, the happy and the sad, we feel the heavy weight of Ahmed’s absence. My brother and I have gotten married, and while it was painful enough that Ahmed could not partake in these milestones, it remains especially painful that Ahmed cannot congratulate or even say hello to his in-laws because they are not considered immediate family, because the SAMs only allow Ahmed to communicate with his parents and siblings. He has also not been able to talk to his grandfather, aunts, or uncles, four of whom passed away without the chance to say goodbye. When my grandfather became terminally ill in 2006, his dying wish was to talk to Ahmed, which we could not fulfill, due to SAMs.

Since Ahmed’s detention in 2005, he has not been permitted a single contact visit with us. I was fourteen years old when Ahmed was detained. Now 28 years old, I have been denied the chance to ever hug my brother in all of those years. My family and I rarely get to have even our noncontact visits because he is so far away from home, at ADX in Florence, Colorado.110

C. Spiritual Isolation

Religious practice – one of prisoners’ few methods of coping – is sharply restricted under SAMs.111 SAMs regulations explicitly prohibit group prayer.112 That ban is especially damaging to Muslims, as Islam requires that all able-bodied men attend a congregational Friday prayer, which includes a religious sermon.113 This is in addition to other religious harassment Muslim prisoners under SAMs have reported experiencing. Uzair Paracha, who was held under SAMs pre-trial at MCC’s 10 South, alleged that guards purposefully targeted Muslims there by blasting the radio or delivering food while Muslim prisoners were praying, knowing they could not say anything during prayer.114

ADX restricts access to chaplains for all prisoners incarcerated there. A 2008 court agreement calls for an imam to visit ADX four times a month to speak with prisoners, but prison attorneys report that visits occur much less frequently in practice.115 When the visits do take place, the prisoner and imam must speak through a steel door, requiring them to speak so loudly that private consultations become impossible.116 Advocates have reported that, while Christian priests or chaplains are generally allowed beyond the solid steel door to pray next to the prisoner in the cell, Muslim chaplains are typically denied this possibility.117

Religious practice – one of prisoners’ few methods of coping – is sharply restricted under SAMs.
Under SAMs, religious visitations at ADX are even more heavily restricted. The chaplain and SAMs inmate can never meet in private, as SAMs require an FBI agent or BOP official to monitor all conversations. And they are prohibited from communicating in a language other than English unless a government-approved translator is “readily available.” Under such restrictions, Nidal Ayyad only received two imam visits a month, and found discussion of personal matters altogether impossible with so many onlookers present. Muhanad al-Farekh, currently held at MCC, has only had one fifteen-minute conversation with an imam – at the insistence of counsel – despite his almost two-year detention.

D. Information Isolation

SAMs aggravate prisoners’ social isolation by restricting their access to information about current events and the world around them. The BOP and FBI censor all magazines and newspapers before a SAMs prisoner may receive them. Officers have broad discretion to redact information that they deem “detrimental to national security,” “good order,” or “discipline of the institution.” For Fahad Hashmi, this censorship regime allowed him to receive newspapers only after a thirty-day delay, with any news covering Muslim majority countries redacted. Books are censored under similar guidelines. For instance, the BOP initially denied Ahmed Omar Abu Ali’s request for President Obama’s two memoirs. As the case of Abouhalima demonstrates, censors tend to interpret these guidelines broadly.

For several years at ADX, Abouhalima was denied access to any periodicals, magazines, Arabic newspapers, books, or any other form of news other than the Denver Post and USA Today. It was not until 2008, after nearly three years under SAMs, that Abouhalima was able to receive “daily newspapers with just a few days’ delay.” However, the FBI continued to remove all articles relating to politics, and issues of The Nation, Atlantic Monthly, and Time were reduced to fifteen pages; even the world almanac was prohibited by the FBI for containing information that could be used for terrorism.

Prisoners under SAMs are wholly prohibited from communicating with “any member or representative of the news media.” Further, the few individuals granted access to SAMs prisoners are “gagged” from repeating the prisoner’s words to any third party. Thus, while some Guantánamo prisoners and their lawyers have managed to publish censored versions of their experiences in Guantánamo Bay, SAMs prisoners and their advocates would face criminal charges for doing the same. So while prisoners under SAMs may receive some information about the outside world – albeit censored and outdated – they may not impart any information, no matter how innocuous, in response.

The DOJ recognizes that this level of censorship is difficult to justify. When the DOJ imposes SAMs on a prisoner, an Assistant Attorney General sends a letter to the BOP explaining the conditions and reasons for that particular prisoner’s SAMs. In every letter that the BOP has released, the DOJ has conceded that “eliminating the inmate’s access to media may be an excessive measure except in the most egregious of circumstances.” But in those letters, the DOJ never explains why an individual case constitutes “the most egregious of circumstances.” Instead, the DOJ provides a boilerplate explanation that restricting prisoners’ access to media may help to “interrupt communication patterns the inmate may develop with the outside world.” The DOJ does not explain how reading an uncensored version of Time magazine might allow prisoners to develop such “communication patterns.”
V. SAMs Constitute Inhumane Treatment and May Amount to Torture

There is broad – and growing – consensus that the standard conditions of prolonged solitary confinement cause serious and often indelible harm after just weeks. The United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners or “Mandela Rules,” named for Nelson Mandela, define “prolonged” as beyond fifteen days, after which continued isolation constitutes cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment and, under some conditions, torture. For prisoners under SAMs, isolation lasts at least a year and typically far longer. A 2013 count showed that eighty-two percent of prisoners placed under SAMs were under these restrictions for more than a year. Of those prisoners, thirteen had lived under SAMs for more than a decade.

Scientific studies have concluded that prolonged isolation causes severe physical disease, including chronic headaches, digestive problems, dizziness, and even heart palpitations. One study of prisoners in solitary confinement at ADX found that all prisoners interviewed exhibited physical symptoms “that are well known in the literature to be caused by isolative confinement.” In particular, the study found that every prisoner exhibited memory problems and extreme lethargy, and most prisoners suffered from chronic insomnia and headaches. Other studies demonstrate that the complete absence of stimuli experienced in solitary confinement causes structural changes to the brain.

Uzair Paracha was held in isolation for two-and-a-half years pending trial. He reported that, during that time, he and other prisoners suffered a severe weakening of their eyesight, brought about by “having [their] entire world just a few feet away.” Paracha’s physical coordination also deteriorated, making it difficult to walk on stairs, and he developed breathing problems, particularly when he slept.

Additional studies demonstrate that solitary confinement also causes severe psychological damage. Symptoms of that damage include anxiety, panic, rage, loss of control, paranoia, and hallucinations. Solitary can also drive prisoners to self-mutilation. A 2014 study found that prisoners in solitary confinement in New York City jails were nearly seven times more likely to harm themselves than those in general population. Rates of suicide among prisoners in solitary are up to three times higher that within the general population.

These symptoms are widespread among prisoners under solitary confinement. In one study of pathology among solitary prisoners, every symptom of psychological distress measured was present in more than half of the prisoners interviewed, and some symptoms were present in nearly all. There is “not a single published study of solitary or supermax-like confinement in which nonvoluntary confinement lasting for longer than 10 days . . . failed to result in negative psychological effects.”

These findings have prompted a nationwide movement to end solitary confinement, and they moved U.S. Supreme Court Justice Anthony Kennedy to declare in 2015 that “research still confirms what [the Supreme] Court suggested over a century ago: Years on end of near-total isolation exact a terrible price.”
Indeed, the price of long-term isolation includes prisoners’ basic ability to relate to other humans. A leading scholar on solitary confinement has used the term “social death” to describe the phenomenon wherein prisoners under prolonged solitary confinement lose the “ability to function as social beings.”

Senior corrections officials have recognized the harmful effects of solitary confinement and called for reform:

- After spending just twenty hours in solitary confinement, the head of Colorado’s Department of Corrections observed that maintaining his sanity “would be a battle [he] would lose.”
- New York’s correction commissioner found that solitary confinement at Rikers Island led to increased violence, and that the program in general “seem[ed] to defy logic.”
- Mississippi’s former commissioner of corrections publicly criticized that state’s widespread use of solitary: “If you treat people like animals, that’s exactly the way they’ll behave.”
- A former warden at ADX described the prison he ran: “This place is not designed for humanity. . . . It’s not designed for rehabilitation.”

Solitary confinement also exacerbates pre-existing forms of mental illness. For this reason, the American Psychiatric Association has recommended against the use of solitary confinement for prisoners with mental illness. Even the BOP has recognized the precarious situation of mentally ill prisoners in solitary confinement: in a class-action lawsuit on behalf of prisoners with mental illness at ADX that the BOP settled in 2016, the BOP admitted “the need for new policies and practices that will better humanize the lives of those confined at ADX with mental illness.” Yet people suffering from mental illness continue to languish in solitary confinement and under SAMs.

Jeremy Pinson was sent to ADX Florence and held under SAMs following convictions for making false statements, threatening a juror, and threatening the president. Pinson’s threat to the president consisted of a letter to then-President Bush stating, “YOU WILL DIE SOON! DIE BUSH DIE!”

Pinson has been diagnosed with bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, and other psychiatric disorders, as well as severe and chronic PTSD resulting from a childhood of abuse and neglect. While detained pending trial, Pinson attempted suicide several times.

Despite a documented history of severe mental illness, Pinson was sent to ADX and subjected to SAMs. Shortly thereafter, Pinson “began to unravel . . . with increasing symptoms of psychiatric distress.”

The effects of long-term solitary confinement mirror the effects of other forms of torture: anxiety, panic, paranoia, hallucinations, self-mutilation, and suicide. When those symptoms develop, and when the purpose of solitary confinement is to coerce, punish, or discriminate, solitary confinement is torture.

In fact, prolonged isolation was a primary technique that the CIA employed in its “enhanced interrogation program” after 9/11 under the Bush administration. In addition to the more infamous techniques
such as waterboarding, CIA officers used isolation to “break” detainees by inducing a state of “learned helplessness,” a condition in which “a subject is so broken he will not even attempt escape if the opportunity presents itself.” CIA psychologists theorized that “inducing such a state could encourage a detainee to cooperate and provide information.”

If “breaking” detainees was the goal, the tactics were effective. CIA officers noted that isolation had rendered one detainee “clearly a broken man” and “on the verge of complete breakdown.” After assessing a prisoner who had been held in “social isolation” for two and a half years, a CIA psychologist concluded that isolation was having a “clear and escalating effect” on [his] psychological functioning. Other psychologists identified the lack of human contact experienced by detainees as a cause of psychiatric problems.

Thus, while waterboarding and cramped confinement are frequently touted as the most extreme forms of CIA torture, prolonged isolation may have been just as damaging.

Jose Padilla first experienced total sensory and social deprivation while in the custody of the Department of Defense at the naval brig in South Carolina. For nearly three years, Padilla lived under SAMs-like conditions and had no human contact, apart from his interrogators. In a declaration responding to a habeas challenge brought by Padilla’s lawyers, Vice Admiral Lowell Jacoby, director of the Defense Intelligence Agency (“DIA”), publicly declared that isolation was necessary to establish a detainee’s “dependency” upon his interrogators. Jacoby argued that providing Padilla the basic constitutional right of access to counsel would “create expectations by Padilla that his ultimate release may be obtained through an adversarial civil litigation process” – a process guaranteed to him by the Constitution – and thus “break” the dependency that interrogators sought to create.

By the time the government ultimately transferred Padilla to civilian custody for prosecution in 2006, psychiatric experts found that he suffered from post-traumatic stress disorder as a result of prolonged isolation. One military interrogator described Padilla as “a piece of furniture.”

Padilla was transferred to ADX upon conviction in civilian court and placed under SAMs. His treatment as a prisoner in the SAMs unit largely mirrors his conditions in military custody as an alleged enemy combatant.

In sum, robust scientific and anecdotal evidence confirms that long-term solitary confinement causes severe physical and psychological damage. Given that SAMs create isolation even more extreme than that of standard solitary confinement, the substantial risks of permanent harm are only heightened.
VI. SAMs Coerce Pre-Trial Detainees into Pleading Guilty

The DOJ inflicts these draconian SAMs restrictions on individuals before they are ever convicted of a crime. According to the former U.N. Special Rapporteur on Torture, “the practice of solitary confinement during pretrial detention creates a de facto situation of psychological pressure which can influence detainees to make confessions or statements against others and undermines the integrity of the investigation.”184 Research has shown that people detained prior to trial are more likely to plead guilty than those who are released pending trial.185 SAMs exacerbate the already coercive effects of pre-trial detention by depriving prisoners of virtually all contact with other living beings. And they may remain under these restrictive conditions for months or even years pending trial.

The coercive nature of these harsh conditions is no accident: experience shows that the DOJ uses total isolation as a tool to break people, just as the CIA did during its foray into detention.186 SAMs, says an attorney who has represented numerous clients under these restrictive measures, are “meant to bludgeon people into cooperating with the government, accepting a plea, or breaking their spirit.”187 Another attorney concurred, noting that “everyone knows” that solitary confinement is disorienting and dehumanizing; “this is no surprise and this is calculated.”188 The sister of a prisoner under SAMs opined that these measures appear to be “intentionally used on certain people to break them; to make the prisoner and his family’s lives as difficult as possible.”189

This coercion undermines the most basic principle of the U.S. criminal justice system: defendants are presumed innocent until proven guilty.190 As the cases of Fahad Hashmi, Uzair Paracha, and Mohamed Warsame illustrate, the government sends a clear message to prisoners accused of crimes related to terrorism: Waive your Fifth Amendment right not to incriminate yourself, or face the consequences of SAMs.

Fahad Hashmi was placed under SAMs five months after he was extradited to the U.S. to face charges, around the time he rejected an offer from the Bush administration to cooperate. While the DOJ cited Hashmi’s “proclivity for violence” as the reason for imposing SAMs, Hashmi had no criminal record, had never been charged with committing or assisting any act of violence, and had no direct links to terrorist groups.191 His pre-SAMs detention, both in the U.S. and in the U.K. before his extradition, had also been without incident.

Hashmi spent three years under solitary confinement and SAMs at the MCC before finally pleading guilty in the face of decades in prison, in exchange for a fifteen-year sentence. The government, which had insisted throughout Hashmi’s pre-trial detention that he must be kept under these extreme measures, removed the SAMs the year after he pleaded guilty. U.N. Special Rapporteur on Torture Juan Méndez found that Hashmi’s SAMs were “no more than a punitive measure that is unworthy of the United States as a civilized democracy.”192
Uzair Paracha was placed under SAMs nine months after his arrest, when he refused to accept a plea deal. Under the terms of his pre-trial SAMs, Paracha was prohibited from speaking with anyone inside the prison but his guards. After he was convicted, the government permitted him to communicate with other prisoners. “I faced the harshest part of the SAMs while I was innocent in the eyes of American law,” Paracha wrote.

Mohammed Warsame spent five and a half years under SAMs pending trial. In 2003, Warsame was picked up by federal agents and interrogated about terrorism-related activities. After Warsame refused to cooperate, he was arrested, denied bail, and placed under SAMs. The government vigorously fought Warsame’s five motions to lift his harsh conditions of confinement, claiming “[t]here is every reason to believe that if the defendant were moved to ‘a more normal pretrial detention facility,’ the Marshals Service would not be able to adequately limit the defendant’s ability to communicate with and contact known and suspected terrorists.” Then in 2009, the government offered to drop four of Warsame’s five charges if he pleaded guilty to the remaining count of material support and agreed to immediate deportation following two more years in prison. The government’s newfound willingness to end Warsame’s confinement – and allow open communication – suggests that it used SAMs to coerce Warsame into accepting a plea offer. Indeed, after Warsame accepted the plea deal, the judge stated that “the Court has seen nothing in the record or the last five years of proceedings demonstrating that Warsame posed an immediate danger.”
VII. SAMs Prevent Prisoners and Their Attorneys from Effectively Advocating in Court

Defendants who decide to fight their charges in court face barriers created by SAMs every step of the way. The deleterious psychological effects of SAMs prevent defendants from participating in their own defense. Defendants and attorneys face difficulties forming productive relationships under the severe restrictions and monitoring of SAMs. And the gag orders that accompany SAMs have a chilling effect on lawyers, inhibiting both investigation and public advocacy. The gag orders also prevent the defendant from speaking publicly and the press from directly investigating, creating a system where the government effectively controls the narrative surrounding the case. These obstacles undermine basic constitutional protections owed to criminal defendants.

SAMs deprive defendants of the ability to participate in their own defense. One attorney described how these measures “dehumanize defendants and create a situation where they cannot exist in a defiant posture [to] fight the case,” and ultimately “eliminate them as participants in their defense.”203 This is particularly problematic, the attorney said, with respect to a defendant’s right to testify: “The first time [a defendant] talk[s] to anyone besides me after two and a half years in solitary confinement is the jury. There is no way to prepare [him] for it. It really discourages the client from testifying.”204

Years of isolation and sensory deprivation rendered Jose Padilla effectively unable to communicate with his attorneys, let alone strategize about his case. A psychological evaluation revealed that Padilla could not “assist his attorneys in reviewing the evidence provided by the government,” and was unable to even “consider watching the tapes [of his interrogation] or reviewing the evidence against him.”205 When reminded of the importance of reviewing the evidence in order to fight the case, Padilla “plead[ed] with his attorneys not to ‘make him’ look at or listen to the material.”206 Moreover, his trauma has resulted in memory gaps, rendering him unable to provide vital information.207 The psychologist concluded that Padilla suffered from “post traumatic stress disorder, complicated by the neuropsychiatric effects of prolonged isolation” and as such lacks the capacity to assist in his own defense.208

Further, SAMs “can destroy or even inhibit the birth of a trusting relationship” between a defendant and his attorney.209 The SAMs regime creates a climate of fear and suspicion. Particularly when attorneys are appointed instead of sought out and hired, they face challenges gaining a client’s trust. Many defendants understandably fear that their appointed attorneys are part of the system that has harmed them since their arrest: An unknown person who may look and dress like the government lawyers approaches the client and says that everything they say will be monitored; the lawyer cannot reveal anything the defendant tells him, even if it will help his case; and the client cannot talk to anyone but his immediate family.210 As a result, SAMs “suggest to the client that [defense attorneys] are under the government’s control and are therefore untrustworthy.”211

Defendants and their attorneys must operate in an environment where everything they say, write, or signal may be monitored by the government.
Even when attorneys successfully establish a relationship with the client, SAMs chill candid conversations about trial strategy. Under certain circumstances, SAMs regulations permit monitoring of attorney-client communications. Accordingly, defendants and their attorneys must operate in an environment where everything they say, write, or signal may be monitored by the government. While SAMs regulations purportedly create a firewall whereby no official involved in prosecuting a case can listen to these privileged conversations, attorneys’ conversations are chilled nonetheless.

Many defense attorneys interviewed for this report operated under the assumption that all of their conversations were seen and heard. Some lawyers avoid speaking with clients on the phone because they worry that listeners will hear confidential information. Even in-person visits are not necessarily secure. In MCC, cameras mounted to the walls in attorney-client visiting rooms stare down throughout the visit, creating the appearance – if not the reality – that interactions are constantly watched. This monitoring, whether perceived or actual, leads to self-censorship. Lawyers avoid certain questions, fearing they will tip off the government about their trial strategy, and defendants withhold information that could help with their defense.

Further, conditions in facilities housing SAMs prisoners impede meaningful access to counsel. For instance, in MCC’s 10 South attorneys and clients are placed in separate cells during visits, divided by a mesh grate that makes sharing documents difficult and making eye contact impossible. As a result of all of these circumstances, “potential witnesses will not be identified, documents will not be located, and the entire defense investigation of the case will be limited to those discovery materials produced by the government.”

Outside of attorney-client communications, SAMs prevent lawyers from effectively investigating their cases. As an initial matter, because of the huge toll SAMs exact on defendants, attorneys often need to expend much of their limited resources fighting their client’s conditions of confinement. As a result, they have less time to spend preparing a substantive defense to the charges. When they do investigate, attorneys face high barriers in building trust with witnesses. Many people – not unfairly – assume that the lawyer is “in cahoots with the FBI” because the attorney cannot reveal any information about her client, and all of the attorney’s conversations regarding the client are monitored. One mitigation specialist described speaking with witnesses close to the defendant: The “first thing they ask is ‘How’s he doing? What did he say?’” But SAMs prohibit her from answering that basic question. This inability to speak freely “kills the relationship.”

Additionally, SAMs create an uneven playing field, eroding the right to a fair trial. SAMs prevent the defendant and his advocates from educating the public about the defendant’s side of the case, because in doing so the attorney risks violating the SAMs prohibition against relaying information from the prisoner to third parties and the media. The government, however, is able to selectively leak information about the defendant’s purported dangerousness or supposed lack of remorse. As a result, media coverage about SAMs defendants is one-sided. A mitigation specialist described one situation in which a client had expressed remorse in two written statements, but the prosecution invoked SAMs regulations to refuse the attorney’s requests to release those statements. This decision “had a huge impact on the case.”
The risk of prosecution for violating SAMs leads attorneys to self-censor. As one attorney stated:

The lines are not clearly drawn, so it ends up sort of amplifying the fear because it’s hard to know whether you’re going to say something that is going to sort of trip someone’s wire. The consequences of [violating SAMs] are so significant and frightening that most lawyers err on the side of caution even with things that would be beneficial to their clients.228

Those consequences include criminal prosecution. Defense attorney Lynne Stewart was sentenced to a decade in prison for revealing her client’s statements to the press, in violation of his SAMs.229 Multiple attorneys interviewed for this report described feeling wary of representing people under SAMs in the wake of Stewart’s conviction.230 Stewart’s prosecution “has had a chilling effect on lawyers throughout the country; many will not take these terror cases, and those who do operate with excessive caution about what they can say in public and about whom they consult for legal strategy.”231

Beyond attorneys, other members of a legal team also face the threat of prosecution. Mohamed Yousry, the government-appointed interpreter who translated communications between Lynne Stewart and her client, was also convicted of violating SAMs – not for any public disclosure, but rather for translating the client’s letters and statements.232 As a translator, Yousry was not even asked to sign the SAMs order: from his understanding, the lawyers would tell him what communications violated the law. Yet he was prosecuted along with Stewart and sentenced to sixteen months in prison.233 Once an adjunct lecturer at the City University of New York completing his doctoral dissertation, Yousry has been unable to find a job since his release from prison.234

Finally, SAMs can prevent prisoners from bringing legal challenges after conviction. Because convicted prisoners are not guaranteed the Sixth Amendment right to counsel beyond the first appeal,235 an unrepresented convicted prisoner’s only two options are to represent himself or reach out to an attorney. But as described above, SAMs often so psychologically damage defendants that they cannot represent themselves. And because SAMs prohibit prisoners from writing to anyone who is not on their list of approved contacts, it can be nearly impossible to find a lawyer.236 Left to fend for themselves from the confines of their cell, prisoners often lack any meaningful administrative remedy and face significant obstacles to judicial review.

Abouhalima filed an administrative remedy request concerning his access to lawyers, asking “how I could find a lawyer willing to accept my case without first contacting that lawyer and letting him or her know about me and that case.”237 The BOP refused to modify its approach, claiming the Attorney General imposed the restrictions and BOP “merely implemented them.”238 Abouhalima was ultimately allowed to submit names of potential advocates, but he was only permitted to contact up to ten lawyers through mail that would be copied and analyzed by the FBI.239

An attorney described this situation from her perspective: “You’re putting me as a lawyer in a position of either not being able to respond to this person in the way he deserves because the condition is that the communication is monitored, or just not respond at all,” isolating the prisoner even more.240
Even those prisoners who secure a lawyer risk having their cases dismissed in court if the prisoner has not “exhausted” the BOP’s Administrative Remedy Program (“ARP”). Exhausting the ARP requires prisoners to (1) raise the issue of concern informally with BOP staff, (2) wait for the staff’s response, (3) obtain and file a Remedy Form, (4) wait for the prison’s response to the request, (5) obtain and file a Regional Appeal Form, (6) wait for the BOP Regional Office’s response, and (7) obtain and submit a Central Office Appeal Form. BOP officials may return without response any filing that fails to adhere to extensive regulations concerning form and timing. Attorneys may not submit these complicated requests or appeals on the prisoner’s behalf.

As the case of Mostafa Kamel Mostafa demonstrates, it is nearly impossible for some SAMs prisoners to follow this process. Thus, while the ARP ostensibly affords prisoners an opportunity to redress issues related to their confinement, in practice it can prevent courts from conducting any substantive review of SAMs conditions. Fortunately, U.S. district courts are increasingly holding that the exhaustion requirement does not apply to SAMs challenges, at least when the challenge relates to conditions that impede the prisoner’s ability to prepare his defense.

Mostafa Kamel Mostafa is a prisoner with a physical disability – the amputation of both arms – who has been living under SAMs since early 2013. For years he has been requesting ARP review of his conditions, with little success. For instance, on at least one occasion, a BOP official returned his request for administrative review on the grounds that the carbon copy of Mostafa’s request was insufficiently clear. The writing on the carbon copy was faint because Mostafa could not press hard while writing the request, due to the inadequacy of his BOP-issued prosthetic device – the very subject of Mostafa’s previous ARP requests.

When Mostafa’s defense counsel wrote to the Warden concerning his conditions, she was instructed that Mostafa should seek review through the ARP.
VIII. SAMs Erode Democratic Accountability

SAMs undermine the fundamental principle of democratic accountability by silencing those who have experienced the harms of SAMs. Prisoners themselves are categorically prohibited from speaking to reporters, and the SAMs gag order allows the government to criminally prosecute other individuals for repeating anything a SAMs prisoner has said. Consequently, family members of SAMs prisoners often adopt a policy of declining interviews with journalists altogether. The same is true for lawyers, particularly following the prosecution of Lynne Stewart and her interpreter. The public must, then, rely on the government for any information concerning SAMs and those subjected to them. That information is sparse – it took three years of litigation for Human Rights Watch to get basic information about SAMs conditions.

Since only one side has the power to speak, citizens are denied the full picture of what their government is doing in their name. Claims of psychological damage, abuse, and discrimination cannot be effectively investigated, and the Attorney General’s justifications for SAMs cannot be tested. This situation allows the government to selectively release information to exaggerate the effectiveness of particular policies while suppressing evidence of those policies’ failures. It allows prosecutors to vilify SAMs detainees in public but it prevents defense attorneys from revealing the defendant’s perspective. As was the case with the CIA’s foray into secret detention, it is a situation ripe for abuse.

In September 2013 the U.K.-based organization Cage Prisoners reported that Mahdi Hashi, a former British citizen of Somali origin who was detained under SAMs for three years pending trial at MCC, went on a hunger strike to protest his conditions of confinement. Hashi was reportedly hospitalized with jaundice and near-liver failure. Journalists could not verify this claim because the people with access to this information – Hashi, his family, and his U.S. lawyer – were prohibited from talking under the SAMs. And prosecutors and prison administrators declined to comment. Reporters have not been able to establish whether the hunger strike occurred, how long it lasted, or whether Hashi, like many detainees at Guantánamo Bay, was being force-fed. Even his former lawyers in the U.K. could not know his condition. Thus, whereas hunger strikes and brutal force-feeding at Guantánamo Bay sparked a national debate, similar protests by SAMs prisoners and the treatment they may suffer as a result cannot be reported and have been largely invisible.
IX. SAMs Invite Discrimination

The lack of process and transparency surrounding SAMs allows for their discriminatory application against disfavored minorities. Indeed, the limited information available suggests that such discrimination is already occurring. Due to the extreme secrecy surrounding SAMs, the official list of individuals held under these measures remains a carefully guarded BOP secret. Moreover, the BOP refuses to divulge SAMs prisoners’ religion on the dubious grounds that such information would interfere with the prisoners’ privacy rights. However, the available evidence suggests that the government currently uses SAMs disproportionately against Muslims.

Specifically, the authors have compiled through public sources a list of all individuals known to have been incarcerated under SAMs. Out of the thirty-nine current or former SAMs prisoners the authors identified, at least twenty-eight are Muslim. Virtually every attorney the authors interviewed confirmed this high rate of Muslims under SAMs.

In addition, FOIA documents reveal that a disproportionately high percentage of prisoners in Communication Management Units ("CMUs") are Muslim. CMUs are federal prison units that share some key elements of SAMs – constant monitoring and heavy restrictions on prisoners’ communications with the outside world – but they differ in that prisoners are not subjected to solitary confinement. While Muslim prisoners constitute only six percent of the total federal prison population, 2013 data suggests that they comprised 50% of the CMU population in that year, and 2014 data indicates that the percentage rose to 60% the following year.

Both SAMs and CMUs are part of a larger “counterterrorism” political framework that has targeted Muslims since 9/11. For example, shortly after the 9/11 attacks, the Attorney General authorized the arrest of “any Muslim or Arab man encountered during the investigation of a tip received in the 9/11 terrorism investigation” who had violated the terms of his visa, and instructed officials to hold all such individuals until the FBI “affirmatively cleared them of terrorist ties.” Pursuant to these directives, government officials rounded up more than 750 Muslim men and detained them for months while subjecting them to solitary confinement and physical abuse. In early 2002, the Bush administration began labeling certain Muslims “enemy combatants,” denying them legal protections, and detaining them at Guantánamo Bay, a prison reserved for Muslim men and boys. While public outrage began to build over Guantánamo Bay, however, the government developed what is often referred to as “Guantánamo North”—special units and regimes within domestic prisons that are subject to a separate system of justice, such as CMUs and SAMs.

Concerns about the discriminatory application of federal laws have escalated in the early months of the Trump administration. Concerns about the discriminatory application of federal laws have escalated in the early months of the Trump administration. President Trump has openly supported discrimination against Muslims, and senior advisors in the administration have publically stated they do not consider Islam a religion. After only eight months in office, the Trump Administration has signed two executive orders barring Muslim immigrants and refugees from particular countries from entering the United States that have been rejected by federal courts as a likely violation of the Establishment Clause, and taken steps to
change the government’s “Countering Violent Extremism” program to focus only on “Islamic Extremism,” removing right-wing extremist groups from its mandate.286 Attorney General Jeff Sessions, who is in charge of placing people under SAMs, was one of the first policymakers to publically defend Trump’s Muslim ban, and has repeatedly spoken out against immigration from Muslim countries.287

President Trump has also deemed “criminal” or “dangerous” other groups including Mexican immigrants,288 undocumented people,289 and political protestors.290 And President Trump has been unabashed in his rejection of transparency – he regularly accuses and punishes news organizations that are critical of him.291 Given the Trump administration’s blatantly discriminatory statements and policies, and penchant for opacity, there is a high risk that the Executive will target disfavored individuals and groups with its discretionary power to impose SAMs.

Given the Trump administration’s blatantly discriminatory statements and policies, and penchant for opacity, there is a high risk that the Executive will target disfavored individuals and groups with its discretionary power to impose SAMs.
X. SAMs Violate U.S. and International Law

The harsh conditions imposed on SAMs prisoners violate fundamental rights guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution and international law. The prolonged isolation and sensory deprivation experienced by SAMs prisoners constitutes cruel and unusual punishment, and can rise to the level of torture under the Eighth Amendment and international human rights law. The use of SAMs infringes on the right to a fair trial, particularly when SAMs are imposed before trial, while the prisoner is presumed innocent. And SAMs restrict fundamental human rights and civil liberties, such as the rights to free speech and association, due process, and equal treatment.

A. SAMs Constitute Impermissible Treatment and Punishment

SAMs constitute impermissible treatment and punishment under U.S. and international law. The Eighth Amendment and international law prohibit torture, which encompasses both physical and psychological harms. Increasingly, U.S. courts are recognizing that harms such as those inflicted by prolonged isolation can rise to the level of cruel and unusual punishment, in violation of the Eighth Amendment. This growing recognition of prisoners’ social needs reflects “evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing society.” Justice Kennedy recently emphasized the constitutional dangers of solitary confinement, noting the “human toll wrought by extended terms of isolation.” Picking up on Justice Kennedy’s opinion, in March 2017 Justice Breyer affirmed that prolonged solitary confinement “raises serious constitutional questions.”

Prolonged solitary confinement also violates international legal prohibitions on torture and other forms of cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment. International law defines torture as the intentional infliction of severe mental or physical suffering as punishment, for the purpose of obtaining a confession, or for any reason based on discrimination. Under the newly revised U.N. Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, or “Mandela Rules,” prolonged solitary confinement – defined as lasting longer than fifteen days – constitutes torture or other cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment. The monitoring body of the U.N. Convention Against Torture has called on the United States to substantially limit its use of prolonged isolation, and the Inter-American Court of Human Rights has described solitary confinement as “cruel and inhuman treatment[, damaging to the person’s psychic and moral integrity and the right to respect of the dignity inherent to the human person.” The former U.N. Special Rapporteur on Torture has recognized the “adverse acute and latent psychological and physiological effects” of prolonged isolation, and in 2013, he specifically determined that solitary conditions in ADX prison “violate[] the obligations of the United States under international law.”

If prolonged solitary confinement constitutes inhumane treatment or torture, confinement under SAMs is even more extreme. SAMs are imposed in addition to solitary confinement, are inherently prolonged, and their pre-trial application can coerce people into pleading guilty. In 2011, the then-Special Rapporteur on Torture opposed the extradition to the United States of certain individuals facing terrorism-related charges on the ground that it may violate international law. He specifically cited the danger that the
accused would be placed under solitary confinement and SAMs, and could therefore face torture or other cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment.\textsuperscript{305}

B. SAMs Violate The Right to a Fair Trial

1. Pre-Trial Punishment and Coercion

The presumption of innocence is a fundamental precept of the U.S. criminal justice system and international law.\textsuperscript{306} By imposing extreme restrictions on people based on the crime for which they have been charged, SAMs eviscerate that presumption. The extreme and debilitating conditions imposed pursuant to SAMs constitute impermissible pre-trial punishment, prohibited under both U.S. and international law.\textsuperscript{307}

Furthermore, leveraging SAMs to induce defendants to plead guilty violates the prohibitions against coercion in the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments of the U.S. Constitution and international law.\textsuperscript{308}

The Supreme Court has recognized that holding someone in seclusion – particularly away from lawyers, friends, and family – creates an environment that is ripe for coercion.\textsuperscript{309} The likelihood of these coercive effects, in part, prompted the U.N. Committee on Torture to recommend the prohibition of solitary confinement, particularly for pre-trial detainees.\textsuperscript{310}

2. Right to Participate in Defense

Defendants have a right under U.S. and international law to participate meaningfully in their own defense.\textsuperscript{311} The Supreme Court “has long recognized that when a State brings its judicial power to bear on [a] defendant in a criminal proceeding, it must take steps to assure that the defendant has a fair opportunity to present his defense.”\textsuperscript{312} This right encompasses an “opportunity to participate meaningfully” in the proceeding.\textsuperscript{313} If a defendant’s mental state is so compromised that he cannot understand the charges against him, consult with his attorney, or assist in preparing his defense, he cannot be subjected to trial.\textsuperscript{314} The documented severe psychological impact of SAMs can render defendants unable to discuss strategy with their attorneys or participate meaningfully in their case, depriving them of their rights under U.S. and international law.

3. Effective Assistance of Counsel

The right to counsel is “indispensable to the fair administration of our adversarial system of criminal justice.”\textsuperscript{315} The U.S. Supreme Court has repeatedly emphasized the necessity of lawyers to protect defendants from state power and impermissible coercion.\textsuperscript{316} These concerns are particularly acute when defendants are detained prior to trial, isolated from their loved ones, and facing discrimination and public hostility.\textsuperscript{317} International legal bodies have reiterated that attorneys serve as an essential safeguard against government coercion and other human rights violations.\textsuperscript{318}

In restricting SAMs defendants’ access to counsel,\textsuperscript{319} SAMs infringe upon this right. SAMs burden the right to counsel from the outset by prohibiting prisoners’ access to counsel until an attorney agrees to be subject to the SAMs and the government approves the attorney. This approval process may constitute “[r]egulations and practices that unjustifiably obstruct the availability of professional representation or other aspects of the right of access to the courts.”\textsuperscript{320}

SAMs further prevent attorneys from effectively meeting with their clients to prepare their case. A fundamental component of the right to counsel is attorney-client privilege: Defendants and their attorneys...
must be able to speak freely to each other, without fear that their conversations will be monitored. As the Supreme Court has acknowledged, government interception of attorney-client communications inhibits “free exchanges between defendant and counsel because of the fear of being overheard.” International law similarly protects an attorney’s right to meet with clients in private, free from government intrusion. Provisions of SAMs allowing the government to monitor attorney-client communications violate this right. Further, international and regional human rights bodies emphasize that the right to counsel includes the ability to meet in facilities where trial preparation is practicable. Challenging physical conditions in facilities like ADX Florence and the MCC may unlawfully inhibit the attorneys’ abilities to effectively meet with their clients.

SAMs also prohibit attorneys from advocating for their clients in public. This becomes particularly important when the government selectively discloses negative information about a defendant, potentially prejudicing the jury pool. The U.S. Supreme Court has recognized that defense lawyers have a right – and sometimes even a duty – to defend their client’s reputation in the public arena. International legal principles likewise protect attorneys’ rights to speak to the public free from interference. The SAMs gag order prohibits lawyers from fulfilling this obligation of zealous advocacy.

C. SAMs Violate Fundamental Civil Liberties

1. Right to Free Speech
A number of SAMs provisions burden free speech rights guaranteed under the First Amendment and international law. While prisoners’ First Amendment rights are limited, restrictions on prisoners’ rights cannot be arbitrary or irrational. SAMs restrictions on prisoners’ communications are impermissibly overbroad because they restrict far more speech than is necessary to achieve their stated purpose of protecting national security. The censorship regime that restricts prisoners’ access to materials also unjustifiably restricts their First Amendment “right to receive information and ideas.” The gag order accompanying SAMs restrictions further violates prisoners’ family members’ First Amendment rights, functioning as content-based restrictions on their right to speak. Further, by forbidding journalists from any form of communication with SAMs prisoners, SAMs regulations may violate newsgatherers’ First Amendment rights to access information and the public’s concomitant right to receive information.

2. Right to Association
SAMs violate prisoners’ rights to associate with forms of community. By severely curtailing their ability to maintain relationships with family members, SAMs violate the right to family integrity, which is recognized in the U.S. Constitution and protected under international human rights law. Restrictions on group prayer, along with limited access to chaplains and religious texts, further burden their right to exercise their religion under U.S. and international law. Together, these restrictions deprive prisoners under the debilitating conditions of SAMs of their ability to access lifelines of support and community.

3. Right to Due Process
SAMs violate prisoners’ rights to protection against deprivations of life, liberty, or property without the due process of law – particularly, the requirements of adequate notice and a fair hearing. The government’s failure to sufficiently explain why SAMs are authorized for certain prisoners means
that people lack notice of what behavior leads to their imposition. The boilerplate language used to justify individual SAMs inhibits people from effectively challenging their conditions. Deficiencies in the Administrative Remedy Program and barriers to accessing federal courts make challenging the conditions after they are imposed extremely difficult. Further, courts’ consistent deference to the Executive’s arguments that SAMs are necessary based on broad and vague allegations of “national security interests” has limited meaningful judicial review of the purported justifications for SAMs.

Prison conditions trigger these due process protections when a prisoner suffers from an “atypical and significant hardship” in relation to the “ordinary incidents of prison life,” and particularly when those conditions last for a long time. The Supreme Court determined that the conditions of extreme isolation and infrequent review at a state supermax prison were both atypical and significant compared to ordinary prison life. Numerous appellate courts have held that prolonged isolation implicates prisoners’ due process rights under this standard. SAMs bear many of the same features condemned in these cases: they impose more isolation than other solitary conditions and deprive prisoners of almost all human contact; they can last for an entire year without review, and can be renewed indefinitely; and they bar prisoners from participating in programs that would ease their conditions as a reward for good behavior.

4. Right to Equal Treatment
To the extent that SAMs are being applied arbitrarily and selectively against Muslims, they violate the rights to equal protection under the Fifth Amendment and international law. Even if a law or policy does not explicitly discriminate on the basis of religion, the First and Fifth Amendments are violated by “[o]fficial action that targets religious conduct for distinctive treatment.” SAMs restrictions, such as restrictions on group prayer and access to imams, disproportionately impact Muslims. Further, given the disproportionate number of Muslims that have been subjected to SAMs, these measures raise serious constitutional concerns about the targeting of Muslims.
**Recommendations**

**End the Use of SAMs.** Given abundant evidence that prolonged total isolation causes irreparable damage to prisoners, SAMs constitute cruel and unusual punishment under all circumstances, and, when used pre-trial or for any reason based on discrimination, they are tantamount to torture. The U.S. government should immediately cease subjecting prisoners to SAMs. Regardless of any real or purported dangers a prisoner might pose, the government cannot impose a policy that amounts to systematic cruelty or torture. The government must find another way to protect the public while upholding basic human rights.

**Increase Transparency.** The DOJ and the BOP should immediately release basic information about prisoners under SAMs, including the identities of all prisoners who have been subjected to SAMs, their conditions of confinement, and the justifications for imposing SAMs on those individuals. Moreover, the government should allow prisoners, family members, and attorneys to respond to the government’s allegations in public, and permit those who have witnessed first-hand the effects of SAMs to participate in public debate.

**Allow Independent Monitoring.** The BOP should grant full and unfettered access to ADX, MCC, and other federal prisons where SAMs prisoners are held pre-trial and post-conviction to the U.N. Special Rapporteur on Torture, whose office has made repeated requests for such access to no avail. There is no justification for denying the Special Rapporteur and other independent human rights monitors access to SAMs prisoners.
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